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Short Description

These new G 1/4" rotary fittings are perfect to make sure you have no twists or kinks in your tubing line. In
addition, if you ever need to drain you loop you know that it would be easier to unscrew a fitting with a swivel
rotary then to pull the tube off a barb. Trust us this is the best fitting to change blocks or fluid on your loop.
With 360 degree rotary fitting on one end you can secure the connection yet still rotate the fitting to remove
any twists in your tubing loop. These are the bomb!

Description

These new G 1/4" rotary fittings are perfect to make sure you have no twists or kinks in your tubing line. In
addition, if you ever need to drain you loop you know that it would be easier to unscrew a fitting with a swivel
rotary then to pull the tube off a barb. Trust us this is the best fitting to change blocks or fluid on your loop.
With 360 degree rotary fitting on one end you can secure the connection yet still rotate the fitting to remove
any twists in your tubing loop. These are the bomb!

Features

True Hi-Flow Design.
Hi-Quality Brass Material.
360-Degree Rotray Angle.
Hiding O-Ring Design.

High durability Nickel finish.
RoHS Ready

Specifications

Product Name : G 1/4" Silver Shiny Rotary Fitting - 3/8"
Model Name : BP-RII
Material : Hi-Quality Brass
Color : Silver
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Additional Information

Brand Bitspower

SKU BP-RII

Weight 0.2000

Special Order No

Fitting Type Barb

Fitting Size 3/8"

Fitting Angle Straight

Fitting Finish Chrome

Vendor SKU/EAN 4711946742096


